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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of the article is to show and discuss how the idea of 'World Englishes' has 

affected educational institution and can actually be incorporated in the teaching and learning. After a 
brief introduction to the emergence of World Englishes that also constitutes notions of English as an 
International Language and English as a Lingua Franca, I look closely to at the particular context of 
educational institution, The Faculty of Language & Literature Satya Wacana Christian University. I 
feature the physical factors, social factors and educational factors around the institution. Then 
follows some evidence of the influence of World Englishes. Finatlv, I envision incorporation of World 
f.nglisnes idea to the language teachmg and learning at the faculty. 

WORLD ENGLISHES 
English is widely believed to be very important for communicating internationally. My 

students always opened a presentation task, regardless various topics they had, by asserting that 

English language should be mastered to survive in a globalized world. In an introductory paragraph of 

paper assignment my students very often emphasize that English is an international language. There 

is an awareness of how English is spoken worldwide. From this point, it is important to note that 

communicating worldwide is not merely between expanding-circle users and inner-circle users of 

English. There are even greater users of English among the expanding and outer circle (referring to 

Kachru's concentric circles) and the number of English users in the periphery outnumbers the central 

where English functions as the first language. Bolton (2008) has estimated that the English users in 

South Asia, Southeast Asia and East As1a reached 812 million speakers. The spread of English across 

Asia has been boosted by globalization in technology and economic change (Graddol, 2006). 

The spread of English followed by the increased use of the language in many parts of the 

world has created the emergence of many English varieties. All varieties worldwide and many 

approaches to analyze and describe those varieties are frequently discussed as a phenomenon of 

World Englishes (B/llton, 2004}. Thus all languages which are in some sense English spoken by people 

around the globe are covered in the term of 'World Englishes' (Sebba, 2009}. When English, with all 

its speakers' influence to the language, is used to communicate across nations, it is usually referred 

as English as an International Language. When my students often emphasized that English functions 

importantly for such International communication they have actually touched the realm ot World 

Eng!ishes, because they will encounter communication with people whose first language can be 

English or non English. Therefore, I suppose there should be a better introdu~tion to the World 

Engishes to raise their awareness that English is spoken by many people from periphery countries 
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and that English has many varieties outside its standard forms. Even more, in expanding circle 

countries English is very likely to function as commercial and diplomatic dealings between countries 

where English is not a native language for either countries. This is usually also referred as English as a 

Lingua Franca. 

For the purpose of my discussion of World Englishes in a specific context I would like to 

surface issues associated with World Fnglishes namely Native versus Non-Native Speakers, teaching 

and learning of English in the expanding circle and bilingual creativity. The disadvantage of the non

native English speakers is they have to struggle to express their ideas in English following the 

standard norms, because deviation from standard norms is considered errors (Kachru & Neison, 

2003). Regarding the issue of whether English should be native-like, Canagarajah (1999) argues that 

English should be appropriated to the local use to resist the hegemony of native speaker standard. 

Local appropriation of English produces bilingual users of English. Ideally English bilingual 

speakers are those who acquire English as if it was one of their first languages, but in reality, with the 

spread of English, many of bilingual or multilingual speakers interact with other multilingual speakers 

using English. People in Indonesia might use Javanese or other indigenous mother tongue with family 

and friends, Indonesian with the people less known in the public places, English with his multilingual 

colleagues in a transnational company they work at. English rnultilingual speakers produce 

distinctive accents and variety-specific lexical items from the native monolingual English speakers. 

This kind of local appropriation is accepted in the paradigm of World Englishes. The drawbacks in 

many English Language Teaching (EL T) institutions is that the native monolingual English speakers are 

still preferred and well accepted more that the English bilingual or multilingual speakers. The 

preference of native English speakers as language teachers is followed by the adoption of many 

materials and methods of teaching from them. 

In many Asian countries (expanding circle countries) teachers, material and curriculum still 

strongly show reliance on inner-circle English speakers. Since 1987 the Japan Exchange and Teaching 

(JET) program has recruited participants from inner-circle countries (mainly USA and Canada) to 

assist foreign language teaching in Japan (Matsuda, 2003). Kim, H (2006) has claimed that in Korea, 

although Korean English is emerging, the English oral tests still seem to have native speakers as 

models to measure non-native speakers' proficiency. Besides testing criteria, Nunan (2003) asserted 

that ELT in Hongkong subscribes Communicative Language Teaching method realized in Task Based 

Language Teaching method as the pillar of curriculum. I believe that the method is not only adopted 

in Hongkong. but it is also popularized in many periphery countries. The monopoly of language 

teaching methods is still held by the central countries as they are dominating the technology and 

economic power. It is not surprising that many teachers in periphery countries accept teaching 

methods from the centre as the most effective and efficient to join the global economic power 

(Canagarajah, 2002). 

WORLD ENGLISHES IN A PARTICULAR CONTEXT 
Before looking at some potentials of incorporating the idea of World Englishes in ELT, a 

particular context of educational institution shall be described. The Faculty of Language & Literature 

of Satya Wacana Christian University is taken as a sample, because I have been teaching in the faculty 
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for about five years. The physical, social and educational factors are featured here, along with more 

detailed evidence of the influence of World Englishes. 

A. Physical factors 
The fastest growing change in the faculty is the technology advancement and access to 

internet. Since 2006 all classes have been equipped with LCD projector to facilitate teaching and 

learning. Since then, the teaching and learning has been enriched with lively audio visual inputs. Take 

for example, even in students' presentation in my sociolinguistics class various videos showing 

contextual different varieties of English instances are often displayed. It indicates that technology 

made it possible for introduction to varieties of English, because in many cases English, as an 

International Language, is being used in technology mediated context (Dudeney & Hockly, 2007). The 

use of technology in teaching and learning is also supported with internet existence. All members of 

the faculty - teachers, staff and students - have access to internet. To some extent, internet has 

facilitated the shift of the centre of learning. Students have more freedom in exploring their language 

learning independently or guided by the teacher in the class. When students come into cyberspace 

language learning, standard forms of English will not have its way to control them because a lot of 

internet materials are in many languages. Many people still use English in internet, but it is likely the 

English of its users who are based anywhere in the world; and therefore, native Standard English is 

one among many Englishes in the internet. Regarding the impact of the internet on the global use of 

English Graddol (2003) stated, 

"Although early studies of 'nationally oriented' internet news-group seemed to indicate a 

preference for using English, others which have become more recently active extensively use 

the national language. It is not yet clear why some groups use English less than others, but an 

overall trend away from the hegemony of English in such groups is visible and often surfaces 

as an explicit topic of discussion (pp.35)." 

What can be inferred from Graddol's statement is that now English is not the internet language 

anymore. English has been localized by the internet users around the world. 

B. Social factors 
Geographically the faculty lies in the middle of outer circle countries (Malaysia, Singapore, 

Philippines) and inner circle country (Australia). It means that the closest interaction internationally 

that often occur is with those closest countries. Although the faculty members are recipients of West 

culture, a direct reciprocal communication is more likely to happen with the neighbouring countries. 

Association of South East Asia Nations (ASEAN) has opened a way for migrations, trading and cultural 

flows among the' members. It is remarkable that the global spread of English has positioned English 

as the official working language of ASEAN and has its own features (Kirkpatrick, 2008). It implies that 

communication among people who migrate back and fro and international business are done in 

Asian English variety. The chance of encountering Asian Englishes in a holiday travels, goods 

exchanges, and conferences is greater for people in general in Indonesia and members of the faculty 

in particular. 

Both students and staff members of the faculty come from various socio-economic, religious, 

although Satya Wacana is a christian university, and cultural backgrounds from all parts of the 
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country. Therefore, the faculty and the university in general are famous for its 'mini Indonesia', and 

this generates a multicultural environment inside the educational institution. It is within such 

multicultural environment that the plurality of Englishes is thriving. In this case, flexible attitude 

towards language use is needed, because students will encounter diverse localized Englishes. 

Moreover the faculty is located in a developed multicultural town, Salatiga, where a lot of new 

comers reside to work in multinational companies in the nearby cities (Semarang, Ungaran, 

Jogjakarta and Solo) or to study 1n Satya Wacana Untversity or international school. The 

developments of economics and cross cultural contacts enable the diffusion of English into a wider 

social use and the formation of localized English. 

Technology with internet also enables the expanding of social networks with communities 

outside the institution. Through the existence of Facebook, Twitter, and other virtual social networks, 

students make contacts with people from many different countries. Based on some information from 

several students whom I interviewed, they mention that they still admire US and British English 

varieties but not necessarily the people. One of them mentioned that he met Russian friends in 

Facebook and maintained the communication; some others continued the friendship with Japanese 

friends whom they met in a student exchange program; and the many others made friends with 

Koreans because of the extension of friends circle with Koreans who are students in the faculty and 

because of the present popularity of Korean pop cultures. 

C. Educational factors 
The subjects offered in the curriculum are divided into skill and content courses. 

Grammatically, the skill courses are still coloured with inner circle standard forms of English. The 

Integrated Course (IC) course, a basic grammar course integrating the four skills (reading, writing, 

listening and speaking), still employs materials from the native users of English. It seems like the 

grammatical competence that the faculty like the students to achieve is aiming towards the standard 

forms of English. However, in 2009 many of the names of courses and the objectives of skill courses 

were changed and emphasized more on the functions of English. Take for example, the series levels 

of speaking classes' names were changed from Speaking 1, 2, 3 into Transactional, Interpersonal, and 

Public Speaking respectively. Since the paradigm of World Englishes takes into account pedagogical 

concerns like pragmatics varieties, cultural varieties, and creativity (Kachru & Nelson, 2003) 

functional English to communicate effectively with both native and non-native users seems to be a 

suitable strategy. Overall, the curriculum implies that the ELT practices maintain English intelligibility 

internationally, but modify it to suit local and international communication. 

One of important issues in ELT is teachers. There are two main concerns regarding this issue 

in the faculty. Firstly, the distribution shows overseas graduate local teachers outnumbers foreign 

teachers. The local teachers are mostly master graduates from inner circle countries and most of 

them are relatively young who must have dealt a lot with critical perspective of World Englishes 

Juring their master study. The fore;gn teachers are not all native speakers of English. There are 5 

non-permanent foreign teachers at tne moment working on voluntary basis assigned by their 

ministry organizations. Four of them are native English users from US and Australia and one is non

native speaker from Hongkong who got Australian permanent residence license. Since English IS a 
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medium instruction in the classroom all those various backgrounds of foreign teachers and local 

teachers give positive effects on richness of English varieties e>;eposure. 

Secondly, the faculty is preparing the graduates to become future English teachers. Many of 

the faculty's graduates teach both in public or private schools.They are facing the public demands 

and views of English that it should be native like. It suggests that they will compete with native 

speakers of English teachers after they graduate from the faculty. 

INCORPORATING WORLD ENGLISHES IN THE FACUL TV OF LANGUAGE & 
LITERATURE 
A. Teachers Education 

Pennycook (2003) argues that because there is still a mindset that the spread of English is 

taken to be natural and beneficial, English teachers are still poorly served with a body of knowledge 

that fails to address the cultural and political implication of the spread of English. It suggests that 

offering subjects that develops students' four major English skills is not enough. A thought that 

students should reach a native-like competence in terms of grammar and pronunciation is not 

relevant anymore in this era of World Englishes. Students have enough socialization that English is in 

the world and plays important role in the promotion of economic interest (and political, of course). 

What they need now is more effective communication with people from different places in an 

international setting mediated by English to join the global economic and political interest. The 

emergence of economic power in Asia draws many English users in the world in dynamic exchanges 

of communication and it has become students' interest of learning English. 

I suggest that there should be a change of mindset to the realistic use of English. Realistically 

English has different function for English bilingual or multilingual speakers from monolingual English 

speakers. Bilingual or multilingual speakers of English use English alongside other languages. In 

expanding circle countries, it is the language that is used in a limited range of domains in, mainly only 

in the international domains. It is necessary to understand the history and how English came into 

particular domains. Moreover, it is necessary that they also need to have the right of English 

ownership (Matsuda, 2003). Therefore, the teaching of English is adjusted to meet its needs. 

The implication for the needs to understand the history of how English is used in 

International Communication and to have the right of ownership is that teachers of English should 

have a pluricentric view of English. Pluricentric view means that English have more than one 

Standard variety and it does not belong to Native speakers of English only (Jenkins, 2006). With 

pluricentric view, teachers need to accommodate other varieties of English in multilingual 

classrooms. Teachers and students should agree that they learn about Englishes, not a variety of 

English. learning/about Englishes will in turn generate expanding circles speakers' confidence about 

owning English as one of their linguistics repertoire. 

B. English Teachers Hiring 
Even if there are always native speakers of English teachers year to year, the faculties' 

priority is Investment of local teachers with flexible attitude. Dependency on English Native Speakers 

is neglecting the socio-cultural context of the learners in the expanding circle countries. An English 

teacher should focus more on communicative effectiveness rather than correctness based on Native 
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Standard norm. To achieve effectiv~:>ness, flexible bilingual or multilingual speakers are needed. 

Medgyes in McKay (2005) argues that bilingual users of English can never achieve native-like 

competence, but they are able to teach learning strategies more effectively, provide learners with 

more information about the English language, anticipate language difficulties, be more empathetic to 

the needs and problems of their learners, and benefit from sharing the learners' mother tongue 

(p.44). Besides, bilingual or multilingual non-native English teachers can always reflect th~ir own 

strengths as more flexible English teachers. 

Investment of local teachers is also cheaper and long lasting, because they can be a 

permanent teacher for the faculty. Contracting Inner-circle English teachers has a tendency of giving 

a special status and higher incentivPs. In contrast, giving a chance for local teachers to gain their 

status means acknowledging that English belong to anyone who speak it rather than to who possess 

it as a native language. In this era of world Englishes the Faculty of Language and Literature should be 

more aware of the strength of local bilingual or multilingual teachers. If other users of English should 

be hired as teachers, they can be from many different varieties of English speakers rather than only 

from US, England, and Australia. 

C. Exposure to English varieties 
Exposure to diverse varieties of English can be done through modification of materials. In the 

faculty, although Integrated Course (IC} is English standard forms oriented, comparative study 

between the standard forms and features of Asian English shall be employed. Matsuda (2003) 

proposes that textbook can include more main characters from the outer and expanding circles and 

assign these characters larger roles in chapter dialogues than what they currently have (pp.724). 

Utilizing online English newspaper and news from outer and expanding circle of English users will 

broaden students' minds to the varieties of English and cultural context of how the language is used. 

Alternatively, teachers can use videos or clips from various English users. 

Encouragement to have a contact with people from overseas, rather than admiring one type 

of English variety should be more encouraged. This can be done by giving students assignments that 

involves e-mail exchanges, projects that require students to visit web sites in various Englishes, using 

video conferencing with peer students from other outer or expanding circle countries classrooms 

Since Salatiga is not far from transnational companies, field trip can be arranged to interact with the 

people from many Asian countries who also speak English. The purpose of making contact with 

various English users is to accept and see realistically how Engli~h has been used and evolved with 

the local users and, thus, it is not a single variety. 
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